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INTRODUCTION
Limitations of ihis Studl'
It often happens that a close friend or near relative is the person

that one lmows the least simpl.7 because he is too close and fam:iliarJ
thus his true self is shielded.

It comes as a shocking revelation when

a new insight, perspective or attitude breaks the complacency of the
relationship and forces one to readjust his thinking.

Such is the case

with -modem atucv- on the Decalogue; it is a difficult thing to stud;r the
Decalogue honest:cy- in a detached manner, for it is a pericope lthich is
ex:tremel7well-lmown and has been an integral part of our Christian
•

tra!ining and life.

But now this old friend has been forced from its

shield of tradition and has been made to stand on its own feet. Moreover,
the task ·o r studying it is complicated because of the wealth of material
that has been submitted in the recent past. This stu(\y has developed
along new lines following new methods of research which at first are
overwhelm.1ng and which use unfamiliar jargon. However, since much can be

gained by the stud1' of God I s Word and much can be gained by a stud., of

God's Word as it comes through in the Decalogue, an attempt to do that is
here presented.
be approached?

But the immediate question is:

How should this subject

Boundaries need to be set and 1:1.nd tations are necess&r7.

Therefore, the follow:ing compilation, collation and analyzation is not

to be considered COJll)lete., comprehensive nor definitive. Rather, it will
attempt to present what modem scholars have written about the Decalogue

•
•

2

since the era of the University ot Leipzig scholar Albrecht Alt, which
rongb"cy- could be dated 1934

men he published his

Dea Israelitischen Rechta.

Although there was much work done both in the

easq, ~ Ur5>rilnge

form-critical method technique and in the specific area of the Decalogue
prior to Alt' a work, Alt. is a turning point 1n Decalogue material study

because of his work in defining law material. It will be assumed in
this research that the fom-critical. method is the most rewarding type of
approach to use and thus this stucv- is limited to the men who belong to

this school.

Another problem is to decide on the beat WQ' to arrange and

present the data because specific categories are difficult to ascertain.
In this paper, the following arbitra17 pattern will be followed:

defini-

tions will be established, then the texts in which the Decalogue material

..

is embedded will be studied., followed b.r a look at the possible 1!forms"
which might have fostered this material..

Then this paper will determine

what type of theolou lies behind these forms, will attarpt to find the

-

Sitz im Leben

ot the original Decalogue, and

will trace the tranardssion

hiatory of the Decalogue. An evaluation of the research will be s,ibndtted
at the end. This outline has some inherent problems as the data tends to
slip from one categ0r7 to another=-, making it difficult to place. Whenever
neceSB&rJ", cross-references will have

to be made.

Overview of Form-Critical Technique
An overview

ot the fo~-critical approach is usetul for ,mderstanding

the accum,Jated data.

Klaus Koch., at the request ot Gerhard von Rad, has

m;pla:.ined this process verr well in his book The Growth
Tradition.

~ ~

Bible

This professor at the University of Hamburg thinks that the

primary goal of torm-critici• is an attempt to discover the principleJI
•

•

3
lying behind the language

ot the Bible. 1 Albrecht Alt feels that "the

most appropriate method ot research into the pre-liter8.17 origins of the
material embedded in written works is the studT of their formal characteristics as related to the circumstances in which they were produced. 11 2

The assunptions that are made by' form-critics are that language has a
tendency to ossify itself in certain circmstances and that these ossified
foms have a l~ngevity which otten surpasses the circumstances that originated them. This particularly seems to be true with Scriptural
material.3 It is the task of the modem theologian to seek the truth
that lies embedded in these literar.r tJpes just as theologians used to
seek the truth that was embedded in the writings of such persons as Moses.
In short., ~e categories ~e no longer personal--l'loses, Jeremiah, etc.-.

but tJpe~-of language/literature--apodictic law, casuistic law, etc.
The fact tbat Biblical writers used the tJpes of literature that were

extant at their time should not detract from the message which these
tJpes bear. This is what form-criticism can help a theologian do:
"discover ~esh the vitality of God's Word. 11 4 He does this first of all

by looking at the tJpe itself, trying to classifJ" it, and teying to define
it. However, because literar.r tJpes are living devices used by living.
people to ·•eac1 the living Word, they are not static.
bine, replace.

11Each

They change, com-

exegesis Jll11S'lt theret:ore not onl1" define the literar.,

tJpe but also discover whether this literary tJpe is associated with
other., perhaps complex., literar.r twes. 11S But to do this means that the

-----

scholar DD1st also then decide on the setting in life or Sitz :im Leben
in which this tJpe originated, developed and chmiged.

cated procedure due

This is a compli-

to the tact that there ma.v- be several strata of tJPes

:1n a pericope., each of which has to be isolated., traced to its origin,

•

4
followed back through its relations with other types, and re-established
in its present position.

A setting in life is a social occurence, the result of customs
prevailing in one partir..ular culture at one particular t:ime
and which has granted such an important role to the speaker
and his hearers, or to the writer and his readers, that particular_ l~atic forms are found neceasar.v as a vehicle for
expression.
Thia, in turn, implies that an exegete must take :lnto account not onq
the culture of the Biblical world., but also that. of surrounding cultures
which :Lnfluence Biblical. culture.

Another necessity for understm,d1Tig

a pericope properq is to understand the changing Old Testament history.
For changes in economics, politics, and society cast their :Lnfluences
upon language and literature. However, it mat be remembered that "there
is aJ.wa.Ta a delq before &DY' changes in the orderlllg of lite bring about
•

changes in speech and writing. 1_17 This points out the tenaci't,J" of forms
I

and types. These vestiges of an out-dated institution remain long after

•

the institution itself has collapsed. Often these vestiges are preserved
by being taken up into another type conpletel,1-:

for example, when an

oral form is adapted to a written form. . Yet, the resulting mixed type
does not completel,1- adapt itself to its new setting and it is for this
clue that form-critics look.

"After the literary type and the setting

in life have been ascertained, the atucv contirmes with a look at •••

the histor., of its transmission., known as •tradition history-1 • 08 This
process involves starting with the present setting and meaning of a
passage and tracing it back through its modifications. Hopeful:cy-, this

could be done to the point that the original fom could be exh1DDSd. · · . . .However, this is rare:cy- possible to acc011plish because of the long period
of transmission which most of our pericopea have undergone.

•

The final

,,

s
step in form-cr:tticiam is to studT its redaction histoey. 9 "It traces
the path the unit has taken from the t:iln.e it was first written down until

the time it achieved its final literary fom. 1110

This, in brief, is the method enployed by- form-critical scholars.
It is a difficult task but one lfhich is "facilitated in the Bible
b,- the tact that most writers approached the material with the

greatest reverence. What they- have added of their awn is usual.17
onl.1" concerned with the framework of a piece, within 'Hhich they
have assembled the wide range of material taken from oral
tradition.•11

It is with s:fm.lar reverence that this

stucv- on the Decalogue is presented.

Definition of Terms
For most people, "Decalogue" means the Ten Commandments and no more
thought is given to it. However, this is not such a precise term as might

be mpected and it needs to be clarified. As will be shown in Chapter V,
it is not an eaST task to enumerate 11 ten" units in the so-called Ten
•

Commandments,; nor is it impossible to isolate other

0

decalogues" in

other sources than the ones in which the common Ten Commandments are found.
Nevertheless, this paper will pivot around the so-called "classic•
Decalogue material of Exodus 20 and DeuteronOJII"

S. And furthermore, the

term 11 Decalogue11 will be used ~ether or not it can be validated that
there are ten units.
As has been stated above, the term ''recent" is defined as post-1930.

"Research" is narrowed to mean scholarly', Biblical, form-critical research.
This means that there: will be no attenpt to utilize pragmatic research
which the pastor or teacher might use in his

daiq work. This, of course, •

does not mean that there is no usable value in that type of research,; it
~

•

means that practical application is not the primm7 goal of this p~er •

6

FOOTNOTES
1Klaue Koch., The Growth g! ~ Biblic-1 Tradition, (Na l~k:
Scribner's Sons., ~l~), P• xiii.
·
·

Charles

2
.A.ll>recht ilt., "Origms et Israelite Law," ~ - S ~ Testament
H~att;;q:"ana Re:til!m1.;· translated by R. A. Wilson, (New ~ork: DOW?leday
and Co.,1968)., P• lll.
..
.
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!2• ~-, P• 11.

-lin,id., P• 13 •
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21,..

'
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7Ibid., p. .31,..
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Ibid • .,· P• 39.
9Ibid., P•
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CHAPTER II
THE TEXT

The Question of Ten Units in th.e Decalogue

In DeuteronODIJ" 4:13 is recorded the statement that God had revealed
to His people "ten commandments" or as in the footnote to the R. S. V.

nten words." Thia phrase has been taken to mean that it refers to the
Ten Commandments sections in DeuterODOJI\Y"

S and

Exodus 20 and that it

thereby implies that there are ten commandments recorded in Deuteronom;r,
and Exodus 20.. However, this need not be the case since Deuteronoiv S
and Exodus 20 are, in the tom in which we have them, actually very
•

difficult to shape into ten units. There is little doubt that the
Deuteronamiat meant to point to a aeries of ten ,mita of law.1 The

•

•

Scandinavian scholar Eduard Nielsen thinks that this is due to an apologetic
on the part of the Deuteronanist to restore the •classic" Decalogue which
had been replaced by the new.tic• Decalogue of Exodus )4.

2

From this

.

assumption he is satisfied that there was an established number of ten
which had alway& been ljnked with decalogue material in general. While

there was no proof that •tena had 8.D'T kind of rvstical usage among the
Israelites, nor did the linkage of ten with the aymbolism in the Jerusalem
temple seem justified, "the number ten /_'can be aimpqi' explained as being,
from a pedqogic point of view., the supremely practical number, the number
which a man could count on his fingers." 3 Thus as a aeries of ten, laws
could be easily taught. Harold Rowley, professor at Victoria UniveraitJ'
of Manchester, joins Nielsen by arguing tor the establishment of a code ot

•

8
ten fundamental laws

verr ear~ in Israelite histor.,. 4 However, a

dissenting view is taken by the Harvard Catholic Jesuit

w.

L. Moran who

argues that the number ten is a late idea and ahould not receive much

consideration in a stud.Yon Decalogue material.S A decision about the
question of ten units in the Decalogue is determined by whether one is
talld.ng about an •original" Decalogue or the one which we now have extant.

This in part apla:ins why there are divergent views on the number ten.
As can be seen bJ" the different enumerations used now by Lutherans,

Reformed ~and Jews, th·e present Decalogue is not so decisive:cy, a decade.

6

However, this does not necessariq rule out the number ten it an original

reconstructed Decalogue is considered. Since it has not been proved that

it would be :impossible nor unlik~ that there could be ten units, it is
just as well to assume the number ten to be a likacy" possibility•

•

The Classic Decalogue& and Their Contents
A more :important question must now be discussed.

in Exodua 20 and Deuteronmv

are presently- located?

S tit

Do the Decalogues

well with the contexts in which they

The first to be studied 'Nill be the one in Exodus,

followed bJ" a look at the one in DeuteronOJJG". In both of these cases, it
will be seen that the Decalogue material interrupts its contextual narra-

tive section or adds tQ the disruption of the flow of the surrounding
material. This would seem to suggest that we will have to look further
to find the 0 original11 Decalogue.

It is also lik~ that later redactions

were re~onaible tor the insertion of Decalogue material into these alien
narratives. 7
The train of thought of the EJcodas material, chapters 19 - 20:21 is
this:

•

9
The arrival at S:ina1. Moses goes up the mountain and returns
to tell the people about God; people clam they- will follow
Yahweh; Moses goes back up the mountain. Yahweh tells Moses
that He will appear; Moses returns to people. Then Yahweh
talks again to Moses (no mention of another mountain C!J;mb)
and ·tells him that the peop1e are to see Yahweh. Moses
returns to the pecaple. Three days later., the theophmJ1'
thunders up on the JD01mtain during which Yahweh tells YlOsea
to come up the mounta:in. Yahweh tells him to go down and
warn people not to approach; Moses replies and Yahweh tells
him to go do'ND and bring up Aaron with him, but no one else.
Moses goes down and speaks to the people (no record of his
message). God speaks: the Decalogue. Imediate:ey- following
this, the people., it is said, shake with fear and tell Hoses
that thq cannot listen to God but o~ to Moses; Moses
trudges back 11p the mountain.
Not on:cy- do·es this prove Moses to have been a ·tremendous mountain climber.,
but it also showa that this pericope is extremel,1- looael,1- bo,md together.,

hinting that patches of traditions have been collated.

That is selt-

evident. What is more difficult is to determine, isolate and identify
I

the specific ..fragments. This task will be taken up in ~ s chapter under
~

the subheading "The Comparison of the Two Decalogues • 11

•

that the Decalogue of Exodus 20:1 abrupt:cy-.

It is also evident

17 breaks in on the scene rather

It is for this reason that there is almost universal consent

among modern scholars that the Decalogue material in Exodus 20 does not

fit its context.

Same., like Gerhard von Rad, Martin Noth., Eduard Nielsen,

and Walther Z:hmnerliJ feel that the Decalogue material not on:cy- doea not
fit with the narrative which envelops it but assert that it is an inde-

pendent tradition which was later inserted :into its present context.
'!heir positions are so similar on this point that a .tarther discussion of

this stan(?e is not needed.

8 The University of Kiel professor w. Beyerlin

also agrees that Decalogue material in Exodus is an independent and
self-contained unit, but he feels tha1;; it can be linked closel,1- with one
of the narratives.

"Before the insertion of the Book of the Covenant

into the context of the Sinai-stoey it stood between Exodus 20:18 - 21

..

10

and 24:ltf • 119 Thus by" rearranging the narrative to how he feels it
originaJJ;y might have been, Bey-erlin feels comfortable in attributing the

Decalogue to the Sinai sto1'1' at some time in its distant past. However,
he does hedge a bit in aqing that he does not mean the Decalogue as we
presentl.1" have it; instead it was an earlier form of our Decalogue.

10

Thus it has been clearJ.T demonstrated by scholars that there is a definite
a.wkwardneaa in the flow of the narrative which is made even more clumsy by

the insertion of the Decalogue.

It can then be assumed that the Decalogue

does not fit ita context in Exodus 20.
The book of Dea.teranmv- is presented as a farewell speech of )loses

to

the people of Israel. However, just prior to the beginning of the Decalogue
material in chapter five., there is a ragged break in the continuity of the
speech.

Starting with chapter four, Moses is instructing the people about

the laws, customs and OO'!ffDBDdments which Yahweh has given them. He warns
•

them to do them and rem:inda them of the time thq stood at.Mount-Horeb

(Deuteronmv• a Mount Sinai) when God spoke to the people and told them
the Ten Sqings. He continues to stress the "second conanandment 11 and
-

warns them of God's punishment for transgressing that law.

He reminds

them of the covmant Yahweh made with them and how powertul He ia--He

brought them out of Egypt. There follows another reminder of God 1s
coming to them in a great fire and 7et another reminder to keep His laws.
Then comes an insertion about the cities of refuge. With no warning a
little historical prologue is inserted
'Which has little to do with the
..
context.

Then, just as suddenlJ'., Moses teaches the people the Ten

Commandments.

Immediatel,1- following this comes another reminder that

Yahweh spoke to them out of the fire.
of 1,.:1,.0).

(This fits well as a continuation

The people tell Moses that he ought to go up the mountain to

11

hear God a second time and God accepts this arrangement., assuring Moses
that He will teach him the conaandments, the laws and the customs which
the people are to observe.

Then follows (chapters six ff.) the extended

f!ommandmenta, laws and customs.
Once again it is doubtful whether the Decalogue material fits in
well with its contextual setting.

The Lutheran doctor at the University

of Heidelburg., Gerhard von Rad., is convinced that 11 th.is entire section:

4:4S - S:30

is supposed to present J,Ioses 1 'Hhole speech in Deuteron01D7 as

a C0Jm11unitlation to Israel, not reaJl;r of the Decalogue., but of that con-

versation on the mountain with Yahweh. 1111 It seems to be less concerned

with the historical aspects of the revelation and more interested in the
theological implications.

The conclusion reached by' von Rad is that:

During the great revelation of God, lvioaes occupied a position

between Yahweh and Israel in order to hand on Yahweh's words
to Israel. But this has Vfll!T little connection with the
announcement :In vv. 6tt. ot ten·c0Jlllll8rldmants to all Israel,
which tollOW8 DIIJlediatelF. It mq therefore be asked whether
the lihole paa&Me, vv. 6 - 22., ma.at not be considered a later

intarpolation.12

Another argument to support the idea that the Decalogue is alien to
.

DeuteronODG" is taken by Koch and Nielsen 'Who argue from the usage of
ai.ng1JJ ar and plural forms of the second person in the Decalogue and in
the surrouJ"l~ng Deuteronomic material.

The Decalogue is in the •thou•

form which leads Nielsen to conclude about its setting in a
11The

117()1111

context:

supposition that the decalogue was a constituent element of the ori-

ginal Deuteronmv is without foundation. 013 Klaus Koch feels that the
nthou" attitude· .of the Decalogue does not belong to the period when

"thou" was addressed to Israel as a llhole in cul.tic nsage. 14 Rather., in
the Decalogue, it is addressed to the individuals within Israel and thus
has been added to an o1der DeuteronOJV".
•

This has been done b.r two tran-

12
sitional :passages

(4:44 - 5:5

and 5:23 - 6:3) which attempt to set the

stage for the Decalogue. 15 Therefore, for several reasons, notably that
the sequence of events is ver:, strange and that the usage of second person
verbs is different, it can be concluded that the Decalolill.8 was not a part
of the original DeuteronOl:\f nor did it belong origj.nal.:cy" in the place in

lmich it is presently located.

Since this is the case also with the Exodus

version of the Decalogue, this means that the Decalogue must not be connected
'Hith narrative material as in Exodus nor id.th speech material as in

Deuteronoiey-.

This, in turn, leads us to a discussion about what type of

literature the Decalogiie material is.
Type of Literature
Albrecht Alt has set the pattern for scholars in det81'111ining that the
Decalogue fits into the type of literature t-mich he calls apodictic l aw.
While others ma_y hold .-ariations of this type or

rtlq'

16

have defined apodictic

law in more specific terms, none have held that the Decalogue is anyth:illg
other than apodictic law. With this so fiI'2llly established among scholars,
it is l·rell to examine l·lhat apodictic lmr material is and hmr the Decalogue
fits in so

t-1ell

,·Jith this 't'JPe.

As is proper, the master must speelc first. Alt would define apodictic
lmr as (1)

There is no attempt to arrange the units in subordinate and

main clauses of a conventional sentence, but a number of cases and con-

seq_uences are simply strung together;17 (2)

!t is not a human court that

these lm•rs are designed for ( as casuistic l.al·rs are) but it is to set ~ a
relationship with Yahveh;18 (3) They have a heavily weighted style tn1at
does not nm-r as casuistic law does; 19 (4) They establish no conditions
(il ••• then ••• ) but are u.'lcond:i.tional/0 (5) T'aey aro specific~

----

-

•

13 .
Israelite laws which link

la11

and religion;

21

(6) While it is characteristic

of apodictic law8 to be grouped together this is done so in a different

fasllion

t.hati

the grouping of casuistic laws:

there are no subdivisions;

22

(7) Apodictic laws to an overwhelming degree oonoem themselves wltl1
matters which casuistic law8 do not mention--the sacral relation between
man and God and the sacral areas within the t;O!Ja,umit,J-; 23 and (8) Apodictic
laws and especi~ the Decalogae do not single out cases but deal with the
whol.e subject of man•a re1ationaJ thq 1q

out p1'1nciples rather than cases.24

liith such a significant gr.oundlrork supplied by Alt, it is little wonder that
. though his work has opened new insights into Decalogue

stuctr,

yet at the

same time it has blocked arq new attq,ts to place the Decalogue :ln another
type of literature. Other scholars have s:ilrq>q added to Alt 1 s dei':i.nitions

-

or refmed thelll.

Koch can show that this tJpe occurs elsm-here (a fact which Alt, of
course, did not den_r) and concludes that "The Decalogue., therefore., belongs

to a much used literar.r type., and one which is b.r no means onlT used to
eJCpress general moral principles and the upholding of natural rights. 112,S
He is not so certain that this type can be considered· law but prefers

to

think of it more generally- as a series of apodictic prohibitions. 26 He
would define this tJPe as (1)
ment; (2)

A brief prohibition not specifying punish-

An introducto17 formula by which God announces Himself; for

example, "I am the Lord., thy God •••11 j and (3)

A motive clause which jus-

tifies the prohibition by referring to God 1s past or future historical.
guidance. 27 He., too., sees these prohibitions as being used for determining
the relationship between God and man. His contribution is the mcpansion of
the definition of this tJpe of literature to include the introducto17
formula and the motive clause.

It would seem more like:cy- that these last

lb
-~

tw ad.ditiona might rather be considered as accretions to the original
tJpe and that a more basic definition as Alt has described is better.
Nielsen has gone the other direction in altering Alt 1 s description

by subdividing this tJpe into three categories.
The first type, which is strongl.1' represented in the Decalogue
and elsewhere is the prohibition (the negative 1 lo 1 with the
imperfect indica~ve second person singular). The second tJpe,
that of the curse, occurs in Dt. 27:lS:rt. The third type
which, as it appears, comes verr close to casuistic iaw.28
This subdivision still keeps the Decalogue strong:cy- 1n the tJpe which Alt
original.lT isolated. Otto Eissfeldt., the rector at the University of Halle,

also concurs with Alt that these apodictic laws were grouped together to be
more easil.1" learned. He feels this was done very earl71 as early as the
oral stage of their development and that •thq were gathered into groups.,
especi~ in tens and twelves, consisting of sqings which deal with cases

•
~

of a similar lcind.• 27

Cl

Therefore it can be used as a working lQ'pothesis that the Decalogue
material in both Exodwl 20 and Deuteronmv

S is

apodictic law. How this

type was used by Israel will be discussed in Chapters III and V.

This

studT, having isolated the Decalogue material from its context and having
deacribed it as a certain tJpe of literature, apodictic law., now takes the
next step which is to compare the two versions of the classic Decalogue.
A Comparison of Exodus 20 and DeuteronOJV'

S

There are two aspects which ought to be considered in this comparison.
'lhe first is a comparison of the similarities and differences in the pericopea. The second is a decision as to which is the older of the tw •
.

A chart of the differences in the Hebrew text is shown in the appendix.
The basic ditf erences for the moat part also s11ow up in the English text

0

which will be used in this stucv-.

There are numerous minor variations between the two versions. Most
of these variations are found in the Deuteronamic version and most of
them are simply adc:J1tions of phrases. For exanple, the phrase •as Yahweh
your God has commanded you.11 is amended twice, in the Sabbath commandment
and in the honoring of parents commandment.

It is this version which

~

promises not on:cy, a long life, as does the Exodus version., but also promises a prosperous life as a reward tor honoring parents.
Two variations are due to a. choice of words.

The false witness

commandment in Exodus uses a common Hebrew 9JCPresaion which aimpq means

to give a false report; in Deuteronmv, on the other hand, this has been
strengthened by" the use of a word lihich means idle, or worthless witnesa. 30

•

The other example is in the covet commandments.

Exodus uses the same word

tor covet for the Ninth and ':Centh Commandments, while Deuteron0m7 uses a
different one tor the desiring of property than it does for the desiring

of the neighbor• s wife.
Two more important variations which have affected scholarship on the

Decalogue are involved with the grouping of the objects in the Ninth and
Tenth Commandments and the motives given for the Sabbath commandment.

Tile lists of objects not to be coveted are the same in both lists.,
but DeuteronoJl\f has changed the order bJ" putting the wife of the neighbor
first and then grouping the house, field, servants, etc., together.

The

Exodus version lists the house first and places the wife with the cattle.,
fields., etc.

This often is used to show that the Deuteronam.r text displays

a more refined and thus a later rendition. 'Whether this last conclusion is

valid or not., this inversion of the order of objects does show a difference
in attitude.

'II

C
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There is a great deal of difference in the Sabbath commandment.
First of all, Exodus has 111Remember the Sabbath dq" while DeuteronoJr\1 has
"Observe the Sabbath dq. 11

This is considered to show a strengthened

version in DeuteronOJQ". DeuteronoJV' also adds 11 that your servants Jl181'
rest" which is not in Exodus. This, too, points at least to a different
attitude which this version has about the value of people. The greatest
difference is the motivation given for observing the Sabbath.
p~ints to creation as the motive.

Exodus . .

It should be noted that this creation

stor., is identical to that of the P source creation account.

Deuteronmv

points to the exddus for the motivation. Here, too, it is much debated
what effect this is to have on the respective dating of the two versions.,
but it does show different emphases.
It would seem to be apparent after a stud1' of the differences of the
~

"two versioas of the Decalogue that a conclusion could be reached that
there is much more that is similar in the two than is different and that
the differences are more to be at~buted to the editorial. additions than
to the possible sources that were used.

to both versions

Koch notes that:

do not affect the number

"The additions

and scarce:cy, the content ot the

commandments, but as a rule add motives for them. 1131 The differences do
tell us something about their relationships. For one thing., the striking
similarities would suggest that both have drawn from a common •original"

Decalogue which perhaps was a short series of commandments. It seems that
both have used this source as a basic set. 32 Andy-et., th.97 are certainl7
independent elaborations of this primary source. 33 This would impl1" a
common origin for the two Decalogue&, rather than one's necessarily" using

the other as the basis.
The work of a common editor can also be deduced.

Koch feels that the

-·

I • - ,t

•

o

•J""'• .. •, t

'
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~ expressions which are specitical.17 Deuteronomic or Deuteronomistic

in Exodus 20

mp:cy-

that the coDDD0n source for Deuteronmv

is not the earliest origin of the Decalogue but that:

S and Exodus

20

"It was a source

of even earlier origin • • • whose form was very mmple, 88.87 to memorise
and moat certa:inlT intended to be learned by heart.n 34 In short, he
considers a proto-deuteronomic version to be the common one for both
Deuterononr

S and Exodus

20.

Deuteronomic in upreasion:

The following have been pictured as
( 1)

The formula which sqs that Yahweh
.

brought His people out of Egypt, ~ house

2! bon9:Ye;

rather than •strange gods" as in Psalm 81:9; (3)

(2)

"Other gods"

In the Second Comsndmen.t

the words "any form which is in heaven above"--this app.ears in Exodus 34:17
and refers

,

onl7 to graven images; (4) The ~:ift in emphas:Js to worshipping

of idols in a later change--it is linked direct],1" with worshipping strange
gods in Psalm 81; (S)

that love

me}'

The motive clauses "them that hate me" and •them

are Deuteronomic additions.

them; and (6)

See Exodua 31,.:6 lihich omits

The usage of God's name in the Third Oommarumaent is a

Deuteronomic concept.

Psalm

24:4 has- an

older form:

11

Thou shalt not use

DW" Paver deceitfull:y ...3.S All of these examples are favorite eJCpressiona

in DeuteronOIV'.

Thus it is reasonable to assume that at some time the

Decalogue in Exodus was reworked by" a Deuteronomic editor.

This adds to

the conclusion that neither Exodus 20 nor DeuteronOJV· S can be considered
to be the "original" Decalogue.
The majority- of scholars feel that the Exodus account is an earlier

rendition of the Decalogue than is DeuteronOJV

S,

becauae it does bear

traces of Deuteronomic tampering. 36 Second:cy', those scholars who assign
the Decalogue in Exodus to the E source wou1d naturally feel that it would
be prior to the Decalogue in DeuteronOJV', which th9"' assign to the D

'f
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sOUl'Ce. 37 Even if the identity is made with the JE combination., this
38 These scholars., with
would also predate the Deuteronomistic version.
onl,1" a nece8B8.1"7 reservation about the relationship with P because of the

Sabbath/Qreation motif in the Third Commandment., hold that the Exodus
version is older than DeuteronOJV' s. Besides arguments from source strata
studT., two other vi~ are expressed which are supposed to add to the
proof ot the Exodus• version being older.

This first is the change in

status of women which ia held by Deuteronmv which., it is said., points to

a later outlook. The second is the choice ot words tor "covet" which
DeuteronOJI\V' uses., which supposedl1' also adds to the support of the
Decalogue:1n•· n e u t ~ being ·a later one.

These points are not left

unanswered.

-

WiJ l 1~ :Moran supplies evidence which refutes the · conclusion drawn
from these last two points that DeuteronOJI\Y' is older.

He dismisses lexical

differences as unimportant for the second point stated above by demonstrating the close similarity in the usage of the two verbs in question.

About

the first point he draws attention to ancient parallels which have the same
view

ot women as does the Decalogue in Deuterononr. Furthermore., he feels

that DeuteronOll\V is following a:n ancient pattern of listing sale-able

39
items together., in which category a wife never belonged.
.
.

The source strata conclusions also have been challenged. Some scholars
have attributed the Deca;togue in Exodus to the P source based mostq on the
use ot creation as a reason tor the Sabbath law. This would, of necessitJ".,
make DeuteronOJV"' s Decalogue the older of the two versions. Robert
Pfeiffer, the Harvard scholar, feels that this P Decalogue is 'Unquestionabq

later.40 And so the argument continues.

It seems the saf'eat to conclude

that, as we now have them, whether azt3' definite source can be identified

•

•
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as the owner of the Decalogue material in Exodus or not. the fac;t of

Deuteronomic edit1ng would lead one to conclude that the Exodus Decalogue
is the older version of the two. However, this is not to be contused

It can be seen that the Decalogue• s basic

Y.1.th the 11 original11 Decalogue.

matrix has been edited, added to and worked over so much that it can onl.7

be assumed that it originall,1" was free fram &rrT of the PentateuchaJ sources
but was probabq lmawn to all of them.hl Just lilat this •original"

Decalogue might have been is the next point of atudif.
An ·AtteJr4>t

to Find the Original Decalogue

It has been concluded abOve that neither the Decalogue in Exodus nor
the one in Deuterancmv can be considered the earliest form of the Decalogue

..

for both show traces ot mch editing. Furthermore, both passages treat
the Decalogue as authoritative and f'ml~tal and acceptable.

Because

It is probable., therefore., that the

11

of this fact, Rowley concludes:

original c<11I1D&Dds, to which particular sanctity would attach., are to be

sought in the oommon elements of the two forms • • • The original commands
.

were therefore probab~ all short, as moat of those in the second half
still are. 0 1,.2 Von Rad• too, feels that the Decalogue was wo~ked on for a
long time before it became so universal and concise and that eapec:iaJJ1'
the 0 poaitive fornmlations of the c01mD&11dment ,concerning
parents and that
·

concerning the Sabbath can certainl.1" be taken as a secondary: :alteration
of a series once given throughout in the negative form. 1143 Therefore,

moat scholars, as thq atteDl)t to recanatruct the Decalogue, use as their

---

baais the pre-supposition that brev:i.~_ negativity and adaptability' for

--

learning are to be the goal.

__.,,..

Nielsen has presented three attempts at

this reconstl'llCtion plus his own, Stamm has presented another one by

•
20
Kittel, and Fohrer has presented his own attempt.

A great deal can be

learned by working through these examples.
A very ear:11' attempt was done in the mid-nineteenth cen'tul7 by a
German scholar.- Emst Meier who took as his starting point the idea that

the prohibition against covetousness is oricy" an editorial extension at
the commandment against stealing.W... He simp~ eJ1mina-ted these ~omandmanta and came up with this configuration:
First Table

Second Table

•

I, Yahweh, am tbT God.

Honour tlJT father and t.lJ1"
mother.

Thou aha.1 t have no other god

Thou shalt not commit adulteey.

besides me.

•

-= ~
••

Thou shalt not make ar/1" image
of a god •

Thou shalt not Jd.J J •

Thou aha.1 t not utter the name
o:t Yahweh tlv° God in

Thou ahal t not bear false w1tness against tlv" neighbor •

Remember the Sabbath dq that

Thou shalt not steal.

falsehood.

thou ma.rest sanctify it.
There are some advantages to this raarraneement.

Notab:cy- it el:ho1nates

the probla .of having two coa1nnmldments tor baaical J;r the aame action--tbat
of coveting. How~, it is difficult to uphold that Meier's inclusion of

the introductory phrase as a commandment is valid and he has not considered

it neceaaar., to restate the positive r-ammandments in negative forms.

Thia

looka strange in a negative surrounding.
Another German Hans Sdmd4t4S in the ear~ 1920 1 s took up the problem

ot the positive commandments in a negative context and decided that the
solution would be to e:t:hrdnate them.

Nor did he consider the introduc-

to17 phrase to be a commandment. Here is his attempt:

•

..
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Second Table

First Table
Thou shalt not have llrl3' other
god besides me.

Thou shalt not kill.

Thou shalt not adore them.

Thou shalt not commit adultel'7.

Thou shalt not serve them.

Thou shalt not steal.

Thou shalt not make a;q

Thou shalt not bear false witness against tlJ1'neighbor.

carved ;mage.

Thou shalt not prono'llDce the
name Yahweh sacrilegious:cy-.

Thou shalt not covet arra- of the
possessions of tlJ1' neighbor.

Schmidt has set up a more consistent reconstruction than has Meier in that

all the elements are eJCpressed negativ&cy" and he has taken care to see that
the two tables are evenly divided. However, because he has completel.7

..
0

eliminated two comman«ments which have alwq-s traditionaJJ.,- been attached
to the Decalogue, his approach can certainl.7 be inproved.
Thia improvement was made by K. Rabast. 46

This German scholar felt

the key to the problem centered on the negativel.7 eJCpressed commandments
but he did not

q~

eJim:Jnate the two positive ones; he reworded them.

He also worked on the assumption that orig:i.nal:cya the Decalogue was

rhythmic in natur., and was poetical. Therefore he considers the present
form to represent a prosaic rendition of a former:cy- regular poetic form •
.Another assumption of his was that it orig:inaJJ7was a dodecalogue rather
than a decalogue.

This is his collection of twelve clausess

Introductory formula: I am Yahweh th1" God.
1st commandment: Thou shalt not have a.rq oth~ ..~d be.tore me.
2nd r-cmmat'dment: Thou shalt not make to t.h.,-selt arq image of a . . •
god •
.3rd commandment: Thou shalt not bow down to them.
4th commandment: Thou shalt not pronounce qr name sacrilegious:cy-.
Sth commandment: Thou shalt not do arr,- work upon the Sabbath.
6th commandment: Thou shalt not curse th1" father or th1' mother.
7th COJIDDBTldment: Thou shalt not kill a man, a person.

•

•
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'lhou shalt not commit adulter.r with thT
neighbor• s wife.
9th commandment: Thou shalt not steal a man or a woman.
10th r-ommandment: Thou shalt not bear false witness against
tey neighbor.
11th commandment: Thou shalt not covet tlJ1' neighbor's h011Se.

8th commandment:

This is a fine attempt and a .new approaoh by" considering the meter of the
Hebrew wording; however, the use

or

the introductor., formula as a com-

mandment casts some doubt upon its validitJ".
followed Hebrew syntax

verr well

honeat:cy- used stresaes proper:q.

Furthermore, he has not

in his reconstruction nor has he alway-s

It does not seam necessarr to switch to

a dodecalogue if a reconstra.cted decalogue can be found.
Rudolt JCittel, professor at the University of Leipzig, has used the
short form of the sixth., seventh, and e:i ghth cotnmandmants as a model arid

has opted for this type of reconstruction: 47
I.

...

n.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

VII.
VIII-.

n.

X.

I Yahweh am 7aur God: 7ou shall have no other gods beside me •
Do not make yourself a divine image.
Do not utter the name of 7()UI' God Yahweh for emptJ" purposes.
Remember the Sabbath dq, to keep it hoq.
Honour father and mother.
Do not murder.
Do not c011nait adulter.f.
Do not steal.
_
Do not speak lT-lng witness against 70ur neighbor.
Do not covet the hOUBe of 70ur neighbor.

The retention
of two positivel1" stated commandments speaks against this
.
'

reconstruction of a decalogue.
Hielsen has upressed his own opinions about this matter. He goes

on the assmrptions that there

1-iere

ten units 1n the Decalogue., that they

were all negativel1" stated, that the.v were concrete., that they all used
the same apodictic construction, that they- used the second person singular
with the negative 11 10 11 and that there ought not be arr,- violation of Hebrew

..

•
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syntax or atyle.48 The following is his attempt: 49
lat commandment:

Thou shalt not bow down before artT other god.

2nd commandment: Thou shalt not make to tlQ"self any idol.
3rd commandment: Thou sbaJ t not take the name of Yahweh in

bth oommdment:

vain.
Thou shalt not do arf3' work on the sabbath

Sth commandment: Thou
6th conunandment:
7th commandment:

8th commandment:

div"·

shalt not despise th1" father or th1"

mother.
Thou shalt not commit adluter.r v.itb th1"
neighbour's wife.
Thou shaJ t not pour out the blood of th1"
neighbour.
Thou shalt not steal arr,- man from th1' neigh-

bour.
9th comandment: Thau shalt not bear false witness against

th1" neighbour.

lOtli c0Jllllla1lmient:

Thou shalt not covet tlJ1' neighbour's house.

It the assumptions with which Nielsen works are correct, this is a very
commendable reconstruction. However., slllpl;v' because it is too wellorganized, and because it demands rather arbitrar.r emendations of the

.,

text, perhaps it would be well to look at one more suggested reconstruction.
George Fohrer, from the University- of Erlangen, takes as a presupposition

th.at originail1" there might not have been a list of ten units but rather
shorter lists which were similar in their ~ c a l s"li7le.SO He finds

three lists in the Decalogue:
The first has five prohibitions, each -of which has tour beats:
I. You shall have no other god.
II. Yau sball not make 70urselt a graven :image.
III. You shall not take the name of Yahweh 70ur God in vain •
. IV. You shall not bear false witness ag~st J"OUl' neighbor •
. V. You shall not covet ,-our neighbor I s house.
The second list has three prohibitions which have two beats each:
I. You shall not ld.ll.
II. You shall not commit adultel'7.
III. You shall not steal.
The W-rd list has two positive commandments each having three b.e&tss
:t: Remember the sabbath CUV-.
··
n. Honor J"OUl' father and 7our ·m other.
cc

-

.
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He feels that these lists were then brought together by the E source into

a group of ten.
One need not decide among these choices as to which one is correct

to realise that these atteD'l>ts have struck home the

majn

point:

the ori-

ginal Decalogue in whatever form it might have been was short and concise

and covered man•s universal, yet concrete, world of relationships.

This

can be contrasted with other law codes found in the Old Testament, n ~

✓

the Book of the Covenant in Exodus 21 - 23., the Cultic Decalogue in
Exodus

34

and the Holiness Code in Leviticus 17 - 26.
A Comparison with Other Legal Codes

Each of these codes., the Book of the Covenant., the Cultic Decalogue
and the Holiness Code, deserve their own specialized research.

The

limitations of this paper do not permit such a atucv- which, 1n turn, will
ti

result in a rather sketchy presentation. However, even a brief survey

will show the contrast between the apodictic series in the •classic"
Decalogue when coq,ared to other types of laws.
Most scholars picture a time line for these codes like this:

the

Decalogue Matrix, the formulation of the JE narratives including the
revisions of the Decalogue, the Book of the Covenant, the book of

DeuteronoJV. An American scholar at the University- of Ydchigan George

Mendenhall concludes that the Decalogue is certainq familiar to the
Covenant Code and that the Covenant Code uses the Decalogue as its basis.Sl
The main difference is that the Covenant Code, tor the most part., is concerned w:Lth secular matters and is thus stated in casuistic terms rather
than apodictic.S2 This would inply that it was estab~shed to set up

;~
' Ila..

guidelines for courts and judges.

It would seem that "bhe Decalogue is

.

2S
assumed as authoritative by the Covenant Code but also that it needs
refining in order to be used as a basis for judgments.

The Book of the

Covenant definitely is an insertion in the narratives of Exodus t·rhich is
worked into its context only tr.i.th groat difficulty and at a later time
than 1men the Decalogue was absorbed by the sources. 53 Some scholars
have attempted to reconatruct a decalogue from the material in the Book
of the CovenantJ but none have done so in a convincing manner.

In the case of the so- called "cul.tic" DecalogueJ this is more easily
done.

To the men t·7ho l ook for source strata in the_PentateuchJ this

"cul.tic" Decalogue in E::odus

34

shcnrs a close connection td.th the J

source. 54 Ir it is not stated in source strata termsJ it is asserted
that this decalogue is at least prior in time to the Decalogue in Exodus
20. Remley argues for this from a rather interesting viet•i point. He
traces this pericope back to a Kenite origin t·lhich he feels ,-re.a a Yahtrehworshi:pping group prior to ?-i oses and that the E Decalogue in Exodus 20 is
a later northern ?-iosa.ic ethical rendition. SS Alt disagrees with this and
feels that from literary examination and from the particular interest
sh~m in this decalogue t·mich coincides uith the Book of the Covenant, the
11

cuJ.tic11 Decalogue is a later text . 56 He isJ no doubt, also influenced by

his previous conclusions that a:podictic 1mm are older than casuistic lat·r s
for the Israelites.

lfoch argues that neither decalogue directly influenced

the other but that both had a common origin t•i hich had

~

three or four

prohibitions governing the special relationship of Israel with Yahweh and
possi~ also included a commandment about the sabbath.

11

LaterJ elabora-

tions toolc tl7o different directionsJ on the one handJ as the result of
ritual needs

lclimaxing

in the HcuJ.tic Decalogue" in Exodus

the other as e. resuJ.t of ethical considerati ons

3W and on

lclimaxing in the "classic

=
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Decalogue'' in Exodus

29_7.; 7

The Holiness Code in Leviticus 17 - 26 seems to be further removed
from the "classic" Decalogue than is the Book of the Covenant or eapeo1aJl7

the "cultic" Decalogue.

It might be said that the Decalogue is p~esupposed

by the Holiness Code but their praposes are different.

"It /the Holiness

-

Codi/ is intended to provide the legal basis for a c011nmmity whose political

-

and govemmental powers are obviously very restr:t.cted.nSB It, too., is

markedl7 casuistic, as might be apected mder the circumstances.

It can be concluded from this survey of other legal codes that there
must have been a tradition of independent legal sqings which could be
adopted or adapted for varioua uses.

Thia brings up the question:

were these legal traditicma preserved as they were being used?

H01-r

Therefore,

I

I,.

the next step in the stuc,v- of the Decalogue involves a discussion of the
possible forms these apodictic laws might have taken in the history of

fl

Israel and, if possible., a decision. as to lihich form it was that brought
the Decalogue to us todq.

I I

-..
;~

I
'I
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CHAPTER III
THE FORMAL CHARACTERISTICS
Since it has been demonstrated that the •classic• Decalogue is a

aeries of apodictic laws, the next question that

DDIBt

be answered is:

In

what kind of setting, or rather, in what kind of form was it used? For
what purpose was a list of such clauses drawn up?

It is possible to

answer this question on several different levels.

Just as literar.r types

change, so do the forms.

A literary type can be nestled in several forms

throughout its history-. For instance., there is the level on which it
reached its final form.

Another level is the one on which it was made

available tor use b7 the people 'Who inserted it in the location in which

it is now found in the Old Testament. Yet another level is the one in
which it originaJ.l1" was gathered together.

A stUCV of the scholars who

write on this aspect of the Decalogue points out the necessii;J" of distinguishing among these various levels, for not all of them speak about the
same level.

Perhaps it is easier to draw conclusions about the present

level of the Decalogue as we find it in the Old Testament and about the
original level in which it might have been established as a type, than i t

is about the intermediate level(e).
The Speech Form.

As the Decalogue is now presented in the Old Testament, it ia in the
tQrm

ot a direct or at least an indirect speech

by' God.

However, because

of the abrupt manner in which it is presented, and because of a sld.tching
1
fr~ the first to the third person within the Decalogue., it can be
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deduced that origin~ the speech form was not the one which encased the
Decalogue.

A look back further into the history of Israel is needed· to

find the original form.
The Oral-Proverbial Form
A very like]¥ solution for finding of form in which the Decalogue

could have arisen is suggested b7 Erhard Gerstenberger. This Evangelical
pastor considers the fact that covenant relati~nahips and even law codes
are an advancement of the usage of the literary type of apodictic laws.
The commandments thus do not eJCPress the doings of a comnmnity
assembly in worabip nor the spirit of religious functionaries.
They- reflect the life of civil bodies, or society at large, or
of particular groupings within that society.2
He feels that it is to preserve the status quo of a given societ7 that the
coman~ts are

~ signed

to protect. They- are the rules for a aociet7

who teaches them because it knows that they are good. 3 This means that
the original form for the Decalogue is pushed back to an oral, folk-lore
stage. This series of apodictic laws takes on the form of wisdom maxims,
or proverbs. Their proverbial nature points to universal concepts of good
and bad and to proscriptions used to keep society- intact.

It is little

wonder that there are no casuistic tJl)es in this genre, for that would
burden a proverb.
I

I '!

Even before a society becomes institutional i~ed, it

teaches its young proverbial wisdom maxims.
the Decalogue as belonging to this form.

Gerstenberger characterises

•Not the priests, or prophets,

but fathers, tribal heads, wise men, and secondaril.7 court officials are
the earliest guardian of the precepts. 114 Whether these fathers were the
ones who collected the wisdom sq:ings into a series of ten or not does not
concern Gerstenberger, for he feels that it would be natural for them to
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have at least gathered two and three SIQ'ings into a series to teach to
their children.

Though this is a reasonab],y sound theory for the original

form for the Decalogue, it is not the .l evel i.mmed1atel,1" prior to the usage
of the Decalogue as a speech.

In other words, having established the

primal and the final forms for the Decalogue, it remains to be seen how
\,

these apodictic sayings were adopted into law codes and into covenant/

treaty forms which appear to be the intermediate levels of the formal
usage of this l:i:terar., tJpe.
The Law Code Form
There is same support that the Decalogue was used as a law code
proper. Walther Zimmerli, the University- of Gottingen professor, points

out that law alwqs carried with it the idea of blessing and curse in
Israel,S and that this was a precursor. to formal usage of the Decalogue

as a covenant. Although he looks to the covenant as a more like~ usage
of the Decalogue, he does feel that the •classic" Decalogue is •probabq
.
'
6
an ancient legal formrtlation of purel1' Israelite origin.• Nielsen asks

himself the question:

"Is the decalogue an address of Yahweh fol'Jlll1lated

as a covenant document • • • ~r was it from the onset sometai.ng else.,

namel1' a collection of laws which has O?Lcy" acquired the form of a covenant
document at a later stage?" 7 His answer is. that 1 t was from the outset
I.

a collection of laws.

11 Ili

reality- what we have in the decalogue is a

'

...

collection of clauses tl1e binding force of 'Nhich is more than merel,1" a
moral one. 118 It is linked with the realm of justice and thus is a
basic law which was devised as a standard of behavior.

For Nielsen.,

this

points to the northern Jdngdom dlere he thinks it was needed to provide a

guidance for the king to exercise his l4osaic-oriented right to judge
-. -
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cases. 9 T'ais guiding princ:q,le was the Decalogue. Hauaver, most scholars
11ould feel that the usage oi' the Dece.logue as a law proper does not

C01'118

until a:rter the Exile.
't·lhether or not one chooses to think t.1-iat the Decalogue originated as
a series of proverbial maxims or as a set of l egal :material, ho must etill
consider tlro other forms which could have used apodictic literature.

They

are the cult and the covenant/ treaty.
The Cul.tic-Covenant Form
These tlro categories border on each other.

It seams most lilte4' that

the cult t-ras the bearer of the covenant/treaty end so it is difficult to
sey which is distinct from the other.

Some, like the Jesuit scholar

Dennis 1-IcCarthy, feel that the cult is older. He finds theccovenant f'orm
preserved by the cult i'or 11 cult is notorious4' conservative of the i'orms
connected with it. 1110 It is for this reason that he sees the account of
the action on Sinai as ritualistic rather than as covenant -maldng f'or
11

rites and cul.tic acts are 'l"lhat bring the covenant relat:'..onship into being . 11ll

It is later that the covenant/contract form is adopted by the cult and promulgated by it.

Sigmund 1!01-r.incl:el also felt that the Decalt ogue was bowid

up in the cult.

This Oslo Universii;y' !)rofessor demonstrated this by the

following theses :
The Sin&i pericope transmitted by the Yahm.st and the Elohist,
has its plac e in th! cult; that i s, i t is nothing cr..her than
the description of a religious festival. The ?few Year and
Enthronement Festival had at the same time the .function of a
Feast of' the Covenant, to be ll'IOre exact, of a Feast of the
Ronaral. of the Covenant. The I sraelite festival began with
the interrogation of those attendins concerning the conditions of participation • • • The decalogues, at lea.st in
their :rr.a.in features, are connected wit.li thes e . Here, as a
!)rescription for · entry into temple and cult, they have their
~ i m ~. 1112
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He thus JJnked the Decalogues not onl,1" with cul.tic action but with a
specific cult festival:
•.

that of the New Year's festival.

Von Rad states that because legend comes before cult., he agrees with
l'lowinkel that the Decalogue is wrapped up in the cultic action of the NfM

•.

Year's festival.

However, he considers the cult to be the preserver., not

the innovator, of this Sinaj/Decalogue material.13 - He looks to a ncredoi'orm11 as an earll' attenpt to formulate confessions and that this 11 is
evidence in comparatively- early- times for the custom of making a cultic
confession. 1114 The Decalogue found its most fruiti'ul usage in tm cult

as a credo tom.

''Yahweh's presentation of himself at the beginning of

the Decalogue and the fact that these statutes occur in large series.,
ahmr clearly that they originated in the realm of the cult., and

that their

purpose was to form the climax of a sacral ceremonial of some k:i.nd. 11lS
Alt also has felt that there is a close connection of apo!3ictic law
11in.tlte

cultic practices of Israel. 1116 But he located them in the Feast

of Tabernacles. 17
So

it can scarcely- be doubted that Israel used the Decalogue in some

wq in the cult., but it also is clear that this usage was intimately'

wrapped up with the cul.tic concept of covenant.
professor at the UniversitJr ot Bern:

Johann Stam wrote while

•That the nature of the Israeli$.e

covenant festival (e. g. l'iew Iear•s ·Festival) is connected in some wq

18 He feels

with the Hittite treaty formula can scarce:cy- be contested."

·-

that while it is teq,ting to see such a close identity between Hittite
treaty- formulae and the apodictic law material., it is:~not necessari~ true
that the Israelite apodictic law material is a re-hash1ng of the Hittite

treaty formula.

::.=

3S

•..

It is therefore not impossible that the forms ot command and
prohibition developed independentl,1" of one another :in ditferent places. .Apodictic law which was alre&CV formed in
Iarael 1·s noadic prehistoric period would then., in Canaanite
territory., have·been fitted into the festival influenced by
Hittite treaty form.19
Thus miat von Rad and others are trying to show is that what Alt has

-

called apodictic law is not law in the theological sense but rather is
cultic confessions within the covenant relationship. 20
This does not rule out the posaibilit7 that there was some historical
precedence for the making of a covenant.

Bey-erlin feels that ncovenant-

cult1121 shaped the tradition in Exodus 20:1 - 17 and that it ke_pt it

extant by its use :in the cult. He agrees with von

Rad that this was

carried on at Shechem. However., he points farther back to actual historical.
events which gave rise to the earq -historical accounts of, for exanple., the
exodus and the theophan1" on Mount Sinai. 22 In other words, something did

happen in historr which the cult preserved at least in its interpretation
of those events.
- A link must also be established betwem apodictic laws and covenant.
From all evidence given., it would not be unlik~ that the idea of covenant
was available to the Israelites from a very earq time in their histoey.

Mendenhall finds not onl1" a possibilit7 for a covenant as tar back as the
amphict,-ol\f but the necessity of it for the federation of tribes.

...

• • • the federation of tribes can be understood and eJq>lained
onl1" on the assumption that it is a conscious continuation and
re-adaptation ot an earlier tradition which goes back to the
time of Moses. The covenant at Sinai. was the formal means by
which the semi-nomadic clans., recentl,1" emerged from state
slavery in Egypt, were bound together in a religious and
political comnnmity. The text ot that covenant was the
Decalogue.23

He considers that it was a practice in the ancient world to sanction
covenants b7 religious means and 11 Theretore, the Decalogue was simpq the
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stipulation of the obligations to the deity which the cmmmmit7 accepted
as binding.

'

It is not as such law, for there is no provision in the

Decalogue itself for the action of the community- against the ottender.•24

John Bright, too., attests to the fact that this linkage of law and covenant
is a very ancient one. He first points out that the covenant as e:xpressed
in the Decalogue is very dissimilar to the one which God made with the

patriarchs.

"There the covenant rests on unconditional promises for the

future, in which the believer was obligated o?U.1" to trust. Here, on the
contr&17, cov~t is based in gracious acts al.readT performed and issues
heav obligations." 2S If then it is not based upon the patriarchal form
of covenant., what is its basis1

He, like most other scholars., finds a

ready example in the Hittite suzerainty- treaties of the fifteenth to
26
fourteenth centuries B. C ••
It was by this type of covenant that Israel
accepted the lordship of Yahweh. Noth holds that:

"In the Old Testament

tradition the conceptions "covenant" and "law'' are closely' connected. 1127

It is therefore established that Israel !mew of covenants and that law
forms are linked with covenant forms.

It has also beeri established that

Israel could have preserved the covenant in its cult. More now needs to
be said about the covenant/treat7 forms themselves.
The Covenant-Treaty Form
The possibility that the covenant was the form which preserved the
apodictic series of commandments in the Decalogue forces another factor
into consideration. What was the relationship between the covenant form
used by Israel and the suzerainty treaty form used by the Hittites?
were two basic tJpes of treaties which the Hittites used:

There

auserainty-

which bound unequal partners and parity which bound equal partners.

It is
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to the suzerainty form that our attention must be drawn for thitt; .ofters~-:
a closer resemblance to the situation which existed between Israel and

her God.

A aeries of its characteristics can be listed.
•

Delbert Hillers from

Johns Hopkins University and George Mendenhall in separate works have
isolated general characteristics df this form. 28 First of all, it is a
treat7 which is given by the sovereign to his vassal; it is not a negotiated one. The form itself starts with a preamble which identifies the
author of the covenant, giving his titles., attributes and genealogy-.

This

is followed by an historical prologue which establishes the relationship
between the lord and his vassal and which often emphasizes the benevolence
of the lord. The bo<JT of the treat7 is eJq>ressed in the stipulations.
This part states in detail the obligations imposed upon the vassal and
~

-

the conditions which he must accept.

There is then made a provision for

depositing the text of th~ treaty in a temple and for a periodic P.l,blic
reading of the text.

Following this, there is a list of the gods who are

called upon as witnesses to the covenant.
series of cursings and blessings.

The conclusion is stated in a

The vassal is 8'Xpected to accept the

treaty with an oath. Obviously., there are quite a few similarities
between this form of treat7 and the Decalogue with its attached historical
accretions •
•

Certa:i.ru.1', the relationship between Yahweh and Israel is that of
sovereign to vassal. The prologue to the commandments 11 I am Yahweh your
God" mimics the prologue to these treaties although it is in the first
person while they are in the third person. Although. it is a very short
one, there is an historical introduction:
land of Egypt •••• 11

"who brought you out of the

There might be a question as to ldlether this is a
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sufficient historical introduction to fit the category.. Hillers asks:
Does this histor.v, the exodus, function in the same wa.y- that
treaty histor.,was intended to function? Is it regarded in
the Old Testament as the basis for Israel's obligation to
God? These questions are really rhetorical. Of course, the
exodus was understood that way, and this means that we are
on sate grounds in thinking that its presence here constitutes a genuine parallel to the international legal .tom.29

'
•

The I-Thou si;J"le is also an integral part of both the Decalogue and the
Hittite treaty- form. 30 The stipulations of the Hittite treaty find their
correspondence in the Decalogue proper.

Therefore, there can be found

much that is similar between the Decalogue and its surroundings and the

Hittite treaty form.

From this point on, however, it is not so easy to

find parallels.
It can be reasoned that there was a tradition of writini down the
covenant, especiall,y in tradition that there was not just one set of
stone tablets but when one was broken, another had to be made.

There is

a tradition about the Ark of the Covenant•a holding these tablets of
stone which might correspond to the Hittite practice of placing them in a
teq,le.

If one takes DeuteronOJII' 31: 11 to be established by an older

tradition of a periodic reading of the law, this would also then fit in
well with that provision of the Hittite treaty. There can be no correspondence to the calling upon gods as witnesses in the Israelite covenant
for the obvious reason.

11

It is difficult to see how this could have

•

survived the transfer of the treat7 pattern to the religious sphere. 1131

...

Neither can there be found a series of' curses and blessings directly-

connected with the Decalogue. Hillers feels that it is implied in the
Decalogue in the substance of Yahweh as the jealous God who punished sons
for the father's iniquity-.

to the Decalogue.

Neither is there

arrr oath immedj ately' attached

It is felt by some that the oath is in Exodus

2432 but
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others do not feel that this is valid. 33

Because there is not a direct one-for-one relationship with all the
•

parts of the Hittite treaty form, other scholars would deey that it is
the pattern for the Decalogue material. Fohrer offers three specific
'

•

reasons:

(1)

He feels that McCa:rth1" in drawing up a ccmposite picture

of a treaty- form has done so from too large a span of history and that
"The mere appearance_ of the treaty-form therefore does not provide an;ypoint of reference for dating; 1134

(2) He does not think that the Sinai

covenant followed the Hittite pattern and that the existing parallels are
more likficy" due to later ~ting and reshaping of the narrativesJ 3S and

(3) He finds little in pre-Deuteronomic history that raters to a divine
treaty with Israel. He:.prefers to see this "covenant formulation• as a
6
post-Deuteronomic concept of theology-.3
In spite of Fohrer 1 s arguments, it seems most likficy" that the Sinai
material was thought of in some time in Israel's histor:, to be related

to a covenant and that the expression of that covenant took on the formal
aspect of the Hittite treat," formula.

However, it would be v&r7 difficult

to press the Decalogue material ?-PSe into the treatJ- form.

"It suits

itself perfect:cy- to its use as the terms of a covenant., but it is not the
w.ole of a covenant itself •037 It seems veey likficy" that Israel lmew the
treaty formula and that she could have seen her relationship with Yahweh
•

depicted in such a fom.
•

"In Israel., therefore, the social order was not

grounded in nature., nor was the law a natural law.

Law

and society were

brought into being through a special revelation of God in the setting of
the covenant. 1138 It was this covenant that kept the law before Israel.
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CH.u>TER IV
•

'IHE THF.OU>GY BEHIND THE D:&DAIDGUE
One area deserves to be examined in this stud;y ot the Decalogue which
is not usuallJ" attached to a form-critical stud7, and that area is the
theology which would lie behind the tornmlation of the Decalogue and which
would provide the groundwork for its usage in tm cult/covenant. There are
two choices available.

-

The Decalogue could be derived from a Sinai

theology or from an Exodua theology.
Not every scholar is convinced that these two choices are valid.
For the most part;, thq t eel that if there had originally been a separation
of the traditions, they were bound together very- ear:cy- in Israel's theoloa
and cannot now be separated. Four men who think this wq are Beyerlin,
Kapelrud, Nicholson. and.·w right. They- all basic~ argue from the content
of the covenant.

Bey-erlin states his case:

As far as its (the Sinai tradition) relation to the Exodustradition goes, it remains to confirm that the two traditions
were linked together from the very beginnings of the covenant
with Yahweh: the covenant-form attested in Hittite statetreaties of the 14th -and 13th centuries B. C., which also
underlies the Decalogue, the basic law of the Sinaitic
covenant contains a historical prologue which describes the
beneficient acts of the author of the covenant.l
He .had previously argued that this treaty-form was in use in Moses' time,
that it referred to Yahweh's saving act and that this historical prologue
is also attached to the cultic law in Exodus 34., and then concludes that
the connection between the deliverance from Egypt and the events on Mount
Sinai was existing already in Israel's embryonic state.
Arvid Kapelrud, from the University of Oslo, reinforces Beyerlin' s
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the01'7 and asserts that 11 the Sinai tradition pr.esupposes the exodus from
Egypt.n 2 He continues. on to a conclusion which links this combination
•

with southern sources at Kadeah. 3 Nicholson also argues from a thematic

stance.and holds that it is not correct to separate the themes ot Sinai
...

and the Exodus.

In his mind, the covenant theme (Sinai) and the election

theme (Exodus) must stand together.

11

It was the covenant at Sinai which

defined the relationship between Israel and Yahweh., the elected-elector
relationship~ brought about by the deliverance from bondage. 114
The McCormick Theological Seminary- protessor H. Ernst Wright presents

himself in this camp also as he draws conclusions about the relationship
between these two theologies. He feels that the normative central theologyis that of the Exodus in which event· Yahweh proved Himself to have chosen
( elected)" Israel as His own. From this center, Israel picked up the ·· .
covenant idea from those aroimd her and.chose to express this election in
a.imilar fashion.

At this point., however, he chooses to quaJ.i.t'y his

thoughts by stating:

11

In· .this .c ase (i. e. between God and Israel) covenant

is no longer a legal compact between human beings., but a device tor
eJC;plaining the meanjng and nature of Israel's election."S And then., he

concludes:

"the more we stu.dT the sources., the more we are led to Sinai

for the original and normative compact between God and man. 116 It would

-

seem., however, that there is a contradiction in terms as these men present
their material, for there is a difference between an Exodus theology and a
Sinai one.

It is true that these two traditions have long been associated

with each other and this in itself makes it eaq to justify their peaceful
co-existence. However, Gemard von Rad, for one, has not been convinced
that they are so veey peacefully intertw.1.ned into the Biblical setting.
He contests the idea that the two theologies are so compatible, that they

h4
are to be considered as two. sides of the same coin. His data nmst now

l
!

be studied.
Von Rad's search for the earliest record of a combination of these two
great events for Israel leads him to the great prqer of Nehemiah 9:6ft •

•

This passage is linked with the Priestq writer and is thus late in Israel's

h1:irtor.,. 7 He offers a SWIIIIJ&17:

"Even the more or less free accounts of the

redenption-stor.r which follow the canonical scheme do not mention the events
of Sinai. 118 Therefore, he holds that a Sinai narrative existed independently'
of the Exodus traditions.

He notes that l-Tellbausen has long ago demonstrated

that in the J narrative there was no mention that the Israelites stopped at
Sinai but that thq continued direct:cy- from Egypt to Kadesh. 9

''We must

therefore distinguish between a cycle of Kadesh narratives (Ex. 17 - 18;

Num. 10 -

14)

.

and a Sinai-cycle (Ex. 19 -

24,

.32 - 34).

11

10

The inportant

thing tor the Sinai tradition was the theophany and the making of the
covenant.

In this Sinai-cycle, there is no reference to even the •jor

elements of the Exodus tradition.

11 Obvious:cy.,, the contrast of o~tlook

between these tw traditions can be seen in that the Exodus tradition
emphasizes the redemptive acts of God while the Sinai tradition testifies
to divine juatice. This Sinai tra<ti.tion was bound up in the cult12 and
von Rad agrees with Sellin 1 s conclusion that there was a correspondence
between the individual eJ ements of the covenant ritual at Shechem and
•

those of the Sinai covenant. 13 He thus links the setting for the preservation of this narrative with the north.lli

He finds the origin tor the Exodus tradition elsewhere.

It1 too 1

bears marks of being used in a cult, because the rigid:cy, stereotyped form
of history- points to this.

It is linked with the J source which has

written that Israel made its wq to Gilgal after the crossing of the
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Jordan (Joshua

3),

a sanctuary-was established there (Joshua

the people were circumcised (Joahua 9.tt .) •

4)

and there

It is to this camp·~·-at Gilgal

> The festival. to which he

•

that von Rad assigns the Exodus tradition. 1

..

assigns it is the Feast of Weeks.

16

If this is true, th~ this tradition

would be one of specifically Benjaminite inheritance which only at a
later date was made applicable to the whole of Israei. 17
As these two cultic centers lost their inporta:nce and as the living
traditions-became detached from their cultic localities, thq became
spiritualised and "re-hiatoricized, 11 and at that point their combination

.

became possible.

18

It is for this reason that von Rad holds that the

original cultic differences were no longer upheld and that this allowed
for a combination.
The decisive and pre-eminent factor in the coalescing and
aggregation of the JDan7 traditions was their common attachment to a place Sinai and to a person Moses. Thus, in the
end, there came together and were arranged side by side,
often without &UT. connexion being made between them, bodies
of material of the utmost diversit,-, in fact, everything
that Israel samehQW and at some time derived from the revelation at Sinai.19
Although it is a late insertion into Biblical narratives, the Sinai

material is not unimportant for Israel's faith.
basis for faith throughout its h:tstoey.

It stands as a strong

It is strange that it found such

a late acceptance by' the s=ptural writers, but as Sister Alexa Buel.Ber
•

states:

11

to argue that because the Sinai tradition is absent from the

earliest texts it therefore did not exist is to reconstruct the hiato17
20
and religion of Israel b.r literary criticism exclusiv~.n
It would seem that vo~ Rad has sufficient];," ade his point that no
longer can it be complacent:cy, assumed that there were no conflicting
theologies in the building ot the Old Testament as can be demonstrated
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b7 the reluctance of the Exodus tradition to incorporate the Sinai
tradition.

..

Neither., however, can it be denied that once that merger

had bean made, 1dthin a relative:1,1" short time the emphasis had shifted

from that of election to that of law.
:in the sun.

..

•

►
.

'

..

Sinai was soon to have its -

h7
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CHAP'l'ER V
•

SITZ DI LEBm OF ORIGlllAL DEDAIOOUE
- - -

I ~

·•

Aa has been seen by the material presented so far in this paper, the
concensus among scholars tends to become less as a deeper penetration is
made into the Decalogue matrix. Most agreed about the possibilitJ" of ten
units in the Decalogue., and about the differences between the Exodus and
the DeuteronOJl\V' setting of the Deealogue.

There

118.8

leas agreement about

a possible "original" Decalogue. Because of Alt 1 s overwhelming work.,
concenaus has been reached about the Decalogue's being apodictic law as
its literar.v tJpe.

There was disagreement as to what tJpe of form incor-

porated this literar., tJpe and preserved it for posterity.

There 1-rere

conflicting ideas eJCpressed about the basic theology ]T-1.ng behjnd the
Decalogue. Now., as might be mpected, there is even less agreement about

-----

the problem of the Sitz im Leben of the original Decalogue.

As might be mpected, most scholars are consistent with their outlook
which they- eJq>ressed about the formal aspect of the Decalogue.

Therefore

it would be assumed that if one., like Gerstenberger, envisioned the ori-

ginal Decalogue as consisting of triads of wisdom sayings he would, of
necessit,-, consider the Sitz

~

Leben to be nestled in the miJieu of

fathers of families or of clan leaders in the early history of Israel., as

esrq as the wilderness wandering, and thus at a time prior to the conquest
of Canaan. 1 Other men also finding an ea.rlT setting for the Decalogue look

-

to the old twelve-tribe amphicty-c>ny as the Sitz im Leben for it.

Noth

concludes that these pre-exilic law-codes were not . state law and thus had
nothing to do with the monarclv" but were used in the confederacy of the
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twelve tribes.

He feels that the connection between Yahweh and a set ot

laws, thus prov:td:Jng deitific sanction, was made at the Ark of Yahweh
which was the amphictyon;r• s spiritual center.

...

2

His conclusion is that it

was at the autumn festival., at which festival in seven-year intervals the

covenant was renewed, where the Decalogue had its earliest ascertainable

-

Sits :lm Leben. 3

Mendenhall is convinced that not on:cy- is it possible to link the

Decalogue to the tribal federation era., but that it actuall,y at that t:iJne
al.read.," was acting on traditions which had preceded it.

"The covenant at

Smai was the formal means by which the semi-nomad1 c clans, recentq

emerged from state slaver.r in Egypt, were bound together in a religious

and political communitJ".

The text of that covenant is the Decalogue.">

In other words., his assumptions are that the tribes originaJ.lT did not
have much to hold them together., that thq were not related to each other

along blood lines, that thq came out of various religious orientations
and that it was covenant that was needed to hold them together. Hillers
thinks that "this makes it possible to elC;pla:Ln haw the twelve tribes of
Israel lived together before there was a ldng

m Israel. 116 Alt has

alwqs identified apodictic lav with the Yahweh-worship peculiarities of
the people of Israel, and "since the worship of Yahweh., with which the
apodictic law is inseparab~ linked., clear:cy- originates from the desert,
we can presume the same source tor the basis of the apodictic laws. 117
This means that a close connection with the anphictycmy- also implies a

close and necessar., connection with the cult. Although some scholars
link a cultic usage of the Decalogue with the tribal era of Israel., a
closer look will be taken at the other cultic possibilities for the Sitz
im Leben for the Decalogue.
~----

50
~Jany scholars concede that there is a strong possibilit:, for the

conception of the Decalogue in the desert-wandering era, but few are
•

satisfied to leave it at that.

The next logical direction in which to

look is toward the cult that might more specifically be called the pro•

tector among the tribes of the covenant/Decalogue.
Zimmerli introduces this thought by attaching direct connections
between law and the proclamation of the covenant.

"This took place in

regular celebrations in which the law was read out •••• 118 So to find a
cultic celebration which had as its feature the reading of the law is the
goal. While Nielsen feels that the Decalogue itself points clearq to a
settled wq of lite rather than a nomadic life., he feels this nonetheless
presupposes the existence of one or several shrines to which the tribes
could go to worship Yahweh.

11

It is \her~ore a more reasonable conclusion

••• if not actuall7 a necessa.rr one, that at some point the tradition of
the decalogue must have been handed down as 'shrine• traditions.119 He
envisions the personages responsible for this tradition as being the
Levitical priests.
Another route is taken by Koch whicli leads to the same conclusions •
•

He holds that the statements given in Exodus

24:4, 31:18.,

31,.:lS~and

34:1., 4

about Yahweh' a engraving the words of the commandments upon stone tablets
and giving them to Moses have some historical event lying behind them •
•

This in turn leads him to Shechem where according to tradition these
stones were kept in the Ark. He then continues in establishing the Sitz

.-

im Leben with the cult by a stud1' of the Psalms which 0 leads us to suppose

that the Decalogue was regular:cy- proclaimed at a cultic occasion when all
the people were present. 1110 Thus this search for a cultic Sitz

:!!! Leben

has~-narrowed in on the cult which must have been connected with priests

attending the Ark at Shechem.
Yet another route is traveled by Alt. Having- identified the laws as
being ~tegral to Israel., he also has further isolated the apodictic laws
as b~ing not related to the administration of social justice.

..

tl'Iey- must have been involved with sacral action.

11

Therefore.,

He., too., links this

with the Levitical priests at Shechem and has identified the festival as
.
12
the Feast of Tabernacles which was celebrated every seven years.

This

festival is considered by Alt to be the New Year's Festival for the
Israelites and to have as one of its :main functions., the renewing of the
coven-.t. 13 He differs with Mowinckel onl7 to the degree that l lowinckel
11

thought this act to be done am,uaJJy while Alt Jimi.ts it to the seven7ear cycle of the Feast of Tabernacles.
to be the ~itz

~

This feast is also considered

Leben for the Decalogue by von Rad.

An interesting

point about the Decalogue's connection with this festival is made by
von Rad to uplain q- the Deca:J_ogue ~pse lacks cultic character.

It the festival of the renmral of the covenant was a pilgrimage
festival., then the exclusive concentration on the ethical is
understandable. The people addressed by the Decalogue were., of
course., the laitJ-; and they- were addressed with regard to their
ever,day' affairs ••••14
And so the non-cultic is taken up in the cult.

It is not 'llniq)ortant to

note that this sanctuary at Shechem is in the northern part of Palestine
and hence has a relationship with the E Pentateuchal source and with the
Northern Kingdom itself.

---

This plqs an important part in the next chap-

ter on the Sitz im Leben for the transmission histo17 of the Decalogue.

-----

Before leaving this section about the Sitz im Leben of the original
Decalogue., a momentary obeisance-~must be given to }loses. Until the early

h:i.sto:r:, of litera17-criticism., he ,ras considered to be the author and
~
I.

polisher of the Decalogue plus the rest or the Pentateuch. In the ear.q

.

dqs ot the 11;new'' method., . he was deleted from the picture ~OJll)leteq.

Now., how~ver, most scholars are willing to concede to him some credit
It

for at least setting the proper atmosphere for a birth of the Decalogue; ·
if not tor fornmlat:t.ng the content of some ot the units in the Decalogue •

.

It has been established that DlBlV" of the commandments point to the old
· tribal confederacy which existed under the guidance of Moses and so

tiler.a

is little doubt but what his era was in part responsible for the Decalogue ·
in some form or anoth.er.1S
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CHAPTER VI
•

TRANSMISSION HISTORY
The Northern Kingdom

Apparent:cy- the Decalogue did not become rigi~ ossified until late
in Israel's history.

From its conception, it was adapted and changed,

added to and abbreviated, taken from one tradition and placed in another.
Therefore, the transmission history- is

Ve,:'T

complicated and, £or the most

part, can be reconstructed onl.7 111Pothetical Jy. It seems to have a strong
.
l:ink ,dth the Northern lt'ingdom 1mich will be discussed first.

Then a

more detailed look at the individual additions and abbreviations will be
presented. Fina.J.:cy-, the effects of redactors will be considered.

It

might be added at this point that even the canonization of the Old
Testament did not stop the reapplication of the Deealogue but that it
continues
.
.right to our present time.

But that stuey would belong to a

stucJT of the Christian church and the post-Christian histor., of Judai sm.
The basis for a connection with the lforthem Israelite Kingdom is
made by Nielsen by a stwtr ot the Deuteronomic circles who were responsible for writil}g the book of DeuteronoJI.\V' plus much of the historical
works of the kings.

This circle is thought to have consisted of Northern

came to the south after the fall 0£ the
Morthem Kingdom and joined forces with those of Judaite intluence.1
Kingdom prophetic bands

•

lfflO

TheJ" are the ones who were responsible for the inclusion of the Decalogue
in the place in which it is now found.

between 622 B.

c.,

2 Nielsen dates this insertion

which was the beginning of Josiah's reform, and

5S
~-.

.$60 B.

c•.,

which is the cmqpleting point of the Deuteronomist histoey.

He uses another argument in that if the first four COJIDD8ndments represent
a 1-Iosaic heritage., then "again it is ODq reasonable to seek the origin

t

..

of the decalogue in a Mort.hem Israelite milieu • • • it was in the
northern kingdom, the portion

ot the •Joseph' tribes, that the Mosaic

tradition was most strongly' rooted.n 3 Because he also sees these
Levitical priests as responsible for the ccmposition of the book ot

Deuteron0DJ1', von Rad feels that their adaptation of the Decalogue is
influenced by- their northern tendencies. He thinks that Israel at the
time of Josiah had identified herself with the Israel of the Mosaic period.4
Because this would be a northern en;,hasis and because he thinks the book of

DeuteronOJV is an attack against the Canaanite cult of Baal and any- resul-

ting syncretism, von Rad thinks that this ·indicates an origin of the Book
of Deuteronomy from the Morthem Kingdom. S -'Whether this can be used to
prove that the southern tribes did not have a Decalogue tradition is
debatable.

Nevertheless, the transmission history does seem to be closel1'

connected 'With northem circles.
Additions and Abbreviations
This., of course, is assuming an ••original" Decalogue as the material
that has been so far discussed.

•

..

Using Mielsen•s work at identifying

mpansions and abbreviations as the norm, this paper will now trace the
influences of the editing of the Decalogue.

Mielsen feels that five

commandments have undergone secondary eJq>ansions:

11

The prohibition of

jmages, the prohibitions of misusing Yahweh I s name, the sabbath commandment, the cODD11andment to honour parents and the prohibition of covetoua-

ness . 11

6

The QP&nsion prohibiting images is pictured in a very complex

S6
process.

Its use of the division of the universe into three parts betrqs

an ideological connection with Genesis 1:20 - 28 aa does the use of the
word 11 image. 117 It would be logical to think that therefore this mpansion

was influenced by the P source. However., Nielsen think& it is the other
•

'liq

around:

tradition.

that the P writer knew this Qpansion and wrote in the same
He dates ~is eJCpansion sometime after the settlement of the

land. As for the prohibition of images itself', he considers ~ s an
example of the scorn nomadic cultures had for dressed stone items and
therefore would consider it to be older than the mpansion. 8 The next

step iii the insertion of a law forbidding images into the one against
having strange gods which originaJ.],1' had no connection

with each other.

This step is done under the influence of the Joaian reform or, in other
words, it is a combination of northem Israelite traditions with the
~.

tradition of the temple in Jerasalem. 9 This tits in with the antiCanaanite reaction which 0 appears as one of the decisive factors in the

histor., of the kingdom of Judah in the seventh century B. C•• 1110
The prohibition against the misuse of Yah11eh 1 s name has undergone
two minor eJCpansions; the first a.imply is a Deuteronom:i.c addjtion of

"70ur God. 11 The second is the motive clause which is linked by the Dutch
scholar B. Gemser to an ancient commentary to reinforce the effect of the

command. 11
•

The expansions on the commandment to remember the sabbath dq" bear
strong resemblance to the creation story- of P.

Though Mielaen feels that

the addj tion came before P, this is ditficult to under.stand.
rather seem to be more like:cy- that the reverse happened.

It would

It ,10uld seem

that an editor appended an Eixplanation to the sabbath, taking his cue from
the P creation stoey.

There is also involved a transference from the

S7
sabbath 1 s being a taboo dq to its being a festival dq on which a positive
12
cultic action w:as to take place.
The former is an earlier form the
latter a later one. Both these aspects were present at the time of the
kings and so it must have been as the sabbath was viewed differently in
the early parts of this era that this change from negative to positive
occurred.
The mpansion of the parental commandment, •in the land that Yahweh
your God shall give 7ou" is seen as Deuteronomic.13 Likewise in the
Ninth and Tenth Commandments, the m;pansion of the meaning of •house" is
taken to be Deuteronomic. The ~terchange of the house and wife is also
seen as under the influence of the Deuteronomic humanistic emphasis.
There are three ccmnnandments which have been abbreviated., nameq., the
prohibitions of adultery-, tilling and theft.14 The adulter., commandment
~

originally included the object of adultery., namely, ~·,the neighbor's wife.
As time progressed the use of the word 0 adulterytU became attached also to
religious aberrations and thus nthe abbreviated formulation of the ,;ixth_

commandment came in this w,q to be directed not only against eve-r,- tom of
sexual offence ••• but also against religious apostasy. 1115
The shortening of the killing commandment is seen by Nielsen as an
opposition to the S7Btem of blood vengeance, which was in force during the
tribal period as a force of justice., but lvhich could not be tolerated in a
.a, ·1·
more c.1.vi
ized era.16

•

Originally, the theft commandment and the covet commandments were
different onl.7 in the objects which they forbade:

the theft commandment

prohibiting stealing or kidnapping a free Israelite man., the covet commandment forbidding the appropriation of his possessions. As the difference
between the verb "steal" and the verb •covet" became altered., refined and

SB
separated, the theft commandment was shortened in order to be more inclusive in its objects.

17

Because the conmandments are quoted in their abbreviated forms by
Hosea and Jeremiah, it is assumed that this alteration was conplete prior

to Hosea, i . e . around the rniddle of the eighth century B. C••
There is a linkage made between the altering or the Sabbath and parent
commandments from negative to positive terms w"ith the influence or wisdom
literature ·which led to an altered concept of llhat the function of the law
itself is. 18 While the law continued to be negative in that it established
the boundaries in which the terms or the covenant were bound, it was also
forced into being a positive stimulus to do certain acts .

T'nus these two

alterations into the positive e;cpression reflect this new function of the
law.
I t can be summarized that as the Decalogue underwent editing, it
began to take on a more t-ridened outlook and becl!Jll8 more abstract .

This

tendency uas continued by later editors who eventually divorced the
Decalogue from its adopted surroundings and established it as THE L.G.':T.
The Eld.lie Attitude
Attitudes changed in the exilic and post- eJdlic era about the Decalogue
in particular and about law in general.

I t has already been seen that it

the Decalogue were a rule-guide ror the Northern Kingdom, the fall of
that kingdom obviously cut off the Decalogue from its true background.
T'nis also l·7ould e;;plain 1-Jhy it did not find immediate acceptance by the
remaining Southern Kingdom. 19

11 In spite of this, among the Le'lr"ite circles,

•• • the Decalogue was ta..w:en up and furnished l-lith the pom!ri'ul lterygmatic introduction l-m.ich it ncn-1 possesses •••• 1120 It became acceptable

S9
o?U.1" after it had been sutficient:cy- purged of its original and unpopular
connections.~·: This so-called spiritualiaing ot the law occurred in the
21
post-exilic period as an end to a long process.
The conclusion came
when the law was set completely free from the cult and became a separate

•

entit7.

It is in·this period that nthe law became the basis not on:q o:t

behavior as determined by the relationship to God., but of that verr
relationship itse1t.n 22 The idea of covenant became perverted and inverted.
The gift became dependent u;pon the receiver not upon the giver.

"The two

concepts •covenant• and 1 law 1 had always been closely related to one
another; their sundering was of great significance •••• 1123 It is in
this era that the concept of covenant lost its significance, was emptied
of its meaning., and became an enpt7 shell. Meanwhile, law became king.
As in artl'

~~~

d 1 etat, the right to rule without correct heritage or

credentials is nebulous and uneaB7 •

..
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CJW>TER VII

SUMMARY AND REFLJOOTIONS
Summar.,

Though it is still in a present state of flux, the form-critical

approach has opened new insights into the studT of the development of the
Decalogue.

It has been demonstrated in this paper that on some aspects

of this stuey th~e is consensus among the scholars who have taken up
this task. For exmrple, though it has not been proven that there ought
to be a series of ten units in the Decalogue material, most scholars
have used the number ten as the basic boundar,- number for the Decalogue.
It was also conceded by modern scholars that neither the Decalogue in
Exodus nor the one in Deuterononv fita:.its ·context~:-f ormally or even

logical 11° • Opinion about what tJpe of language/literature the Decalogue

baa converged on Alt I a identification of apodictic law. Those scholars
who have compared the classic Decalogue in its two loci (Exodus 20 and
DeuteronoJV S) have concluded that the amount of similarit7 between the

two is striking, although there are some significant differences. The
degree of eimilaritJ" is a significant factor in the stu<tr of the Decalogue
for it means that there mat have been a direct, or at least an indirect,
relationship between the two other than via the narrative sources which
carry them.

The differences between the two pointed more to editorial

tampering than to derivation from different sources.

A studl' of the

editorializing led to the conclusion that because the Exodus account
~,

bears marks of a Deuteronomic editor, the Exodus Decalogue is considered
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to be an ol4er version of the Decalogue than is the one in DeuteronOJl\Y. i
Several attempts were presented which tried to isolate the common units

of these two Decalogues into a so-called 11 original11 Decalogue.

Ot these

attempts, the one by Fohrer of firld1ng the roots of the Decalogue in

•

three different lists of similar rhythmical sty-le seemed the most real :i a-

tic and needed remodeling the least. The reconstruction done b.v" Nielsen
was the most idealistic and perfected. His rendition of ten negative.,
concrete, apodictic, syntactic~ correct units was perhaps too well
refined.

The comparison of the Decalogue and the other law codes was too

brief of a presentation to show conclusive relationships between them.

However, it did seem that the existence of the Decalogue was assumed by
the other law codes and, in fact, they seemed to be dependent upon it.

As attention was drawn to the formal usage of the Decalogue, it
became clear that there lms less agreement about form among scholars.

Though :most felt certa:in that it was not useful as an actual law code tor
use in the courts

dua to its strict apodictic nature and that it was not

integral.:cy- related to the speech form in which it is now presented in the
Old Testament, it was difficult to find consensus about which specific
form it was that bore the Decalogue.

There 1-1ere several possible forms

suggested and none of them needed to be eJjminated, for the., all seemed

to have had relationa with the Decalogue at some time in its histoey.
a

The covenant/treatJ" form was tenpting because of the close s:imilarity to
the Hittite treat," form.

However, one• s jmaginatian and ingenuitJ" had

to be exercised to find direct parallels bet11e:en the Decalogue and the
trea1;J" form and in some instances no parallel at all could be f01md.

A

covenant/cult .fi,rm waa--a more certain possibilitJ" because the stereotJped
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phrases and the longevit,J of the Decalogue point to cultic usage.

Because

it has been demons'"..rated that there were festivals t·1hich included the
reading of the lmr public~, it can hardly be doubted that at some tillle
in its history, tho Decalogue was used in a cultic setting.

•

Houever,

Gerstenberger• s idea about its origin and use as t·r.i.sdom proverbs by the
fathers and clan leaders to teach the you.TJg is t..lte most tel!pting one •
•i\n attempt to £ind a suitnble theology which t-l'OUld have spat-med the

Decalogue led to two possibilities--an E:codus theology and a Sinaitic
II,

theology.

T"ne former was be.sic~ an eiectiq_1motii' theology ·while the

latter uas a covenant motif theoloa. While both have long been combined
and intert-11:L"led, it appears that they original:cy- had separate beginnings,
e.ttitudes and adherents.

The Decalogue seemed to fit best with tho Sine.:i.tic

theology.
The question of the Si~ im
very di£!icult to assess.

~

of an 11 original11 Decalogue t·ias

It seemed most lil:~ that one could look for it

as ear~ as the pre-conquest era, perhaps even in the pre-cult period of
Israel I s history. T"nis means that the setting for the place in life of
the Decalogue is in the ~hictyony. Hcmevor, as in tho search for forms,
the search for the ~itz

~

Leben also riIUSt be diversified depending on

1J'hich of the various strata of the history of the Decalogue one i s discussing .

Tims its redaction history boars marks of cultic, l'iorthern,

liort..'lt-South syncretistic and Eldlic adaptations .

The e:::treme change was

forced 11!,JOD the Decalogue in the post- e:i:ilic period t·l'hen it was COlll,!>let~
divorced i'rom its nest 1-r.i.thin God' s love for man, and was made the manipulator of God1 s love.
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Reflections
A research paper is designed~ present research on a specific topic
and is not supposed to provide conclusions or new discoveries.

However,

one cannot help but be inpressed by certain data as one studies a potent

pericope such as the Decalogue.

to briei':q comment on them.

These reflections seem important enough

I found, first of all, that a stucv- of the

Decalogue is DD1ch too broad an area to studT in a ~ e r because there

are so maey- inter-connected facets which need to be studied before one
can grasp the whole picture of the vitality of the Decalogue.

I would

have liked to have had the time to delve more deep:cy- :into the areas of

cult, covenant and law/theology. A more acute understanding of the histor.,
of Israel, particularJ.:' during the amphictyony era lvould also ha,re been
beneficial.

I came to respect the form-critical method of st'udir because

of its insistence·taat a stuctr .is incomplete until language, history and

reliiion have all been properl.1" studied.
I was some1mat diaappo:inted that this scholarly research has been,.:_·for
the most part, limited to German theologians.

I would hope that American

theologians 'Will soon recognize the importance of such a stud3" of the
Decalogue.

I also came to the conclusion that we might be guilty of

teaching the Decalogue out of its context and, in doing so, have been
follcn-r.i.ng the post-exilic practice.

It seems important to

me that we see

and teach the Decalogue as a gift of God given to man out of His love and

that God has not set His love at the mercy of our keeping the commandments.
Perhaps it would be well for us to continually re-evaluate our understan-

ding of the categories of gospel, law, love and sin lest the categories
become rigid and useless.

If we confuse law and sin., it is just as bad

6.$
as contusing ~aw and gospel. However., unless we continue to faitb.tul~

· stud;r God1 s Word in the light of new research, our contusion ;Jill oii:cy
a

I .

perpetuate itself.
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